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Holistically sustainable building 
products, from a globally 

reputable brand

Eva-Last® has been at the forefront of the green building industry since its inception in 2007. We are dedicated 
to consistently improving how we serve the environment and our clients. From the recycled and renewable raw 
ingredients we use to create our products, to the solar power we harness to manufacture, we are proud to offer 
holistically sustainable building products. 
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Eva-Last® is a globally reputable brand that utilises a solution driven business model to create innovative, 
sustainable building materials and systems that add value to customers’ lives. At the heart of Eva-Last® is a team 
of highly capable, creative specialists united by a passion to promote environmental consciousness through 
eco-friendly building products and operations. By embracing low environmental impact manufacturing and 
cutting-edge composite technology, Eva-Last® is revolutionising how building can be done. We design and deliver 
beautiful, long-lasting green alternatives that make our customers’ lives easier, healthier, and just plain better.

A BRAND YOU CAN TRUST

Eva-Last® composite offers the beauty of timber, but in a hassle-free, durable option that’s longer lasting, virtually 
maintenance free, and eco-friendly. Cutting-edge engineering is bringing even greater structural advancements 
and lifestyle benefits to composite, and thoughtful detail to aesthetics now gives it an even more natural 
appearance in an expanded range of products, colours and textures. 

THE HASSLE-FREE ALTERNATIVE TO WOOD DECKING

BAMBOO WASTES LESS & PROVIDES MORE

Eva-Last® uses bamboo in it’s composite production. Bamboo can grow up to 50 times 
faster than timber and releases 35 percent more oxygen into our air than most hardwood 
trees. It can be made into composite with only 2 percent wastage (compared to over 80 
percent wastage with timber), and is naturally antibacterial. 

USE OF RECYCLED PLASTIC 

Eva-Last®  is committed to using only recycled plastics instead of virgin plastics. In 2020 
alone that added up to over 26 000 tons of plastic reused instead of being dumped into 
landfills. Recycling one ton of plastic results in carbon dioxide savings of approximately 
0.73 tons – the same as travelling 4000 km in a car. 

SOLAR POWERED EXTRUSION LINES

Traditional manufacturing is an energy-intensive endeavour. That’s why Eva-Last® 
has switched to manufacturing with solar power, and is saving 2000 tons in CO2 every 
single day. 

When you choose Eva-Last®, you’re choosing the best solution for both you and the 
environment. Eva-Last® products are the low-maintenance, reliable alternative to 
wood that consistently outperform timber and other composite materials. They’re 
also the environmentally friendly material choice that is gentler on the Earth.

PRODUCT CATEGORIES

Eva-Last® technologies create endless possibilities for the design and overall function of your outdoor 
space. Visit our website www.eva-last.com for inspiration and find out more about what composite 
product will suit your needs best. 

DECKING    |    CLADDING    |    FENCING    |    RAILING    |    PERGOLAS    |    FASTENERS  



Featured: Infinity® IS in Caribbean Coral
Single sided grooved and square edge decking by Eva-Last 
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TECHNOLOGIES
Eva-Last® has developed a resilient collection of bamboo composite technologies, each with its own unique 
charactaristics and set of benefits. These versatile materials can be used in a variety of applications from 
decking, cladding, screening and pergolas and architectural beams.

CAPPED BAMBOO COMPOSITE
Infinity® leads the market in durability with a resilient polymer capping, and 
bamboo-plastic composite core.

BAMBOO COMPOSITE
Eva-tech®, the time-tested, original Eva-Last® range is the most cost-effective 
bamboo composite available.

BAMBOO 
COMPOSITE 

DECKING
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Capping material: 
Engineered polymer

Core material: 
High density bamboo composite

Infinity® composite decking adds value and good looks to your outdoor space and to your lifestyle by 
giving you steadfast decking that lasts for decades. 

Infinity® bamboo composite is the ultimate in durability and 
one of the toughest co-extruded composite decking available. 
Its resilient protective cap made of advanced polymer resists 
scratches, fade, mould and mildew, and makes Infinity® 
exceptionally low-maintenance, with only the most basic 
of cleaning required for optimal longevity. Infinity® offers 
decay and weather resistance with top protection from 
biodegradation, insects, and harsh weather. Its streaked 
colour variation provides a natural look that embodies the 
essence of timber. Enjoy the stain and slip resistance of 
this environmentally friendly alternative to timber, which is 
holistically sustainable from its manufacturing to its use of 
raw materials. 

Ultimate peace of mind
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TAKE HOME THE BENEFITSPRODUCT COMPOSITION

FSCTM certified bamboo composite product
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Sculpted Grain (CL1)

The Infinity® range is designed to add beauty as well as function to your outdoor space. It leads the composite market in 
terms of durability and low-maintenance features – and it elevates the look of your home. Whether you choose to use it 
as decking, cladding, screening, or in other imaginative ways, Infinity® complements your style and provides the perfect 
finish for your space. Choose from the beautiful, natural colours and find the ideal shade for your project. 

INFINITY® COLOUR GUIDE

SURFACE FINISH

STOCK COLOURS

Note: Infinity® is available in a wide range of colours. To find out which colours are available in your 
region, please visit your local Eva-Last® website. 

TIGER COVE SPANISH SAFFRON

FIRE KOA COPPER CANYON

VINTAGE CREAM

OASIS PALM 

THAI TEAK SAHARA SAND

KONA SUNSET

SWISS OAK

ESPRESSO ROAST

PACIFIC PEARL

CARIBBEAN CORAL

ALPINE MIST

SAPPHIRE SILVER BALTIC NERO

CAPE TOWN GREY

CONCRETE GREY

SPECIAL ORDER COLOURS
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The Infinity® IS single sided starter deck board offers one 
grooved edge and one solid edge, making it perfect for deck 
perimeters, picture framing decks, and creating stair edg-
es. It fastens with a combination of HULK hidden fasteners 
and colour matched HULK composite decking screws.

Dimensions

Length

Recommended 
Joist spacing

Weight

135 x 25.4 mm (2,440 mm length)

2,440 mm

2.93 kg / m

135 mm width:

400 mm on centre
For  residential applications

STARTER DECK BOARD

Infnity® IS profiles are available in various lengths. To find out which lengths are available in your region, please visit your local Eva-Last® website.
Please refer to the Infinity® colours page to see our full colour range.

 STARTER BOARD

Available in 135 mm

LIGHTWEIGHT CAPPED BAMBOO COMPOSITE DECKING

Grooved board Starter board
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Featured: Infinity® IS, Tiger Cove
Single sided grooved and square edge decking by Eva-Last 

Uses HULK composite top fixing 
screws on non-grooved edges

Square edge fasteners

Grooved edge fastenersGrooved edge fasteners
Compatible with S-Series clip 
(S9) and screw

Compatible with S-Series clip 
(S9) and screw S-SeriesS-Series

Dimensions

Length

Recommended 
Joist spacing

Weight

135 x 25.4 mm (2,440 mm length)

2,440 mm

400 mm on centre
For  residential applications

3.02 kg / m

135 mm width:

GROOVED DECK BOARD

GROOVED BOARD

The Infinity® IS single sided grooved deck board installs 
efficiently and securely with HULK hidden fastener 
clips which slot into the grooves along the edges of the 
board and create an uninterrupted final look.

Available in 135 mm

Infinity® IS composite decking adds value to your outdoor space and your lifestyle by giving you steadfast decking in a 
smarter, optimised design.

Infinity® I-SeriesTM has added benefits:

135 x 25.4 mm
I-Series profile

135 x 25.4 mm
I-Series profile



Dimensions

Recommended 
Joist spacing

Weight

150 x 12 mm

300 mm on centre 
On vertical applications only

2.34 kg / m

150 mm width:

150 x 12 mm
Rectangular profile

FASCIA/UTILITY BOARD

FASCIA BOARD

The Infinity® double sided fascia board is a non-load bearing profile 
that adds a neat finish to deck edges or areas where trim is needed, 
they are fastened by top fixing using colour matching HULK 
composite trim screws.

The Infinity® single sided large fascia board is a non-load bearing 
profile that adds a neat finish to deck edges, stairs or areas where 
excessive trim is needed, they are fastened by top fixing using 
colour matching HULK composite trim screws.

Dimensions

Recommended 
Joist spacing

Weight

184 x 16.5mm

3.79 kg / m

184 mm width:

300 mm on centre 
On vertical applications only

LARGE FASCIA/UTILITY BOARD (HALF COATED)

Infinity® profiles are available in various lengths. To find out which lengths are available in your region, please visit your local Eva-Last® website.
Please refer to the Infinity® colours page to see our full colour range.

FASCIA BOARD  

184 x 16.5 mm
Rectangular profile

Fascia/utility board

CAPPED BAMBOO COMPOSITE DECKING

Available in 150 mm width Available in 184 mm width

Uses HULK composite trim screws Uses HULK composite trim screws

Fascia trim fasteners Fascia trim fasteners

Fascia/utility board
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Lengths Lengths2,440 / 3,000 / 3,660 mm 2,440 / 3,000 / 3,660 mm



The Infinity® single sided square edge stair tread is as versatile as it is durable, ideal for 
stair risers, and for use as attractive cladding or screening, fastened by top fixing using 
HULK colour matching composite decking screws.

Dimensions

Recommended 
Joist spacing

Weight

325 x 30 mm (2,440 mm length)

12.17 kg / m

325 mm width:

Uses HULK composite trim or CDS screws
Square edge fasteners

500 mm on centre
For  residential applications

SQUARE EDGE STAIR TREAD BOARD

STAIR TREAD  

325 x 30 mm
Non-grooved edges

Square edge board

CAPPED BAMBOO COMPOSITE DECKING

Available in 325 mm width

Infinity® profiles are available in various lengths. To find out which lengths are available in your 

region, please visit your local Eva-Last® website.

Please refer to the Infinity® colours page to see our full colour range.

14 15

Lengths 2,440 / 3,660 mm
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Design an outdoor space that’s more inspiring and more inviting with Eva-tech® bamboo composite, 
the original classic & modern, decking brand by Eva-Last®.

Eva-tech® is a cost-effective, uncapped bamboo composite 
decking product. It offers slip resistance for a safer, more 
beautiful decking, and is a low-maintenance alternative to 
timber, offering the look of natural wood without the constant 
upkeep. Its reliable durability is long-lasting, and its decay and 
weather resistance provides protection from biodegradation, 
insects, and harsh weather. This environmentally friendly 
composite is holistically sustainable from its manufacturing 
to its use of raw materials. 

Imagine the possibilities

PRODUCT COMPOSITION

FSCTM certified bamboo composite product

Core & surface material: 
High density bamboo composite

171717

TAKE HOME THE BENEFITS
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Wyde Groove

EVA-TECH® COLOUR GUIDE

SURFACE FINISH

The Eva-tech® colour range offers classic and timeless natural colours in a matte finish to suit the look of your outdoor 
space. Each colour is specially designed to evoke the essence natural timber, and each is presented in a neat, grooved 
or soft brushed finish that is both sleek and understated. The highly slip resistant surface is excellent around swimming 
pools and provides an element of safety to accompany the beautiful timber-like aesthetic. 

191919

Note: Eva-tech® is available in a range of colours. To find out which colours are available in your 
region, please visit your local Eva-Last® website. 

RUSTEAK

XAVIA

ARUNA

SAVANNA
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Dimensions

Recommended 
Joist spacing

Weight

137 x 23.2 mm

300 mm on centre
For  residential applications

2.34 kg / m

137 mm width:

137 x 23.2 mm
I-Series board

GROOVED DECK BOARD

The Eva-tech® IS single sided grooved deck board installs 
efficiently and securely with HULK hidden fastener clips 
which slot into the grooves along the edges of the board 
and create an uninterrupted final look.

Grooved board

Eva-tech® IS profiles are available in various lengths. To find out which lengths are available in your region, please visit your local 

Eva-Last® website.  Please refer to the Eva-tech® colours page to see our full colour range.

Available in 137 mm

LIGHTWEIGHT BAMBOO COMPOSITE DECKING

Eva-tech® IS has added benefits:

Eva-tech® IS invites you to let your imagination soar when it comes to your outdoor space by offering high quality bamboo 
composite decking in an optimised design that’s more versatile and more cost-effective.
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Featured: Eva-tech® IS, Xavia
Single sided grooved and square edge decking by Eva-Last 

 STARTER BOARDGROOVED BOARD

137 x 23.2 mm
I-Series board

The Eva-tech® IS single sided starter deck board offers 
one grooved edge and one solid edge, making it perfect 
for deck perimeters, picture framing decks, and creating 
stairs. It fastens with a combination of HULK hidden 
fasteners and colour matched HULK composite decking 
screws.

Dimensions

Recommended 
Joist spacing

Weight

137 x 23.2 mm

2.75 kg / m

137 mm width:

300 mm on centre
For  residential applications

STARTER DECK BOARD

Available in 137 mm

Starter board

Uses HULK composite top fixing 
screws on non-grooved edges

Square edge fasteners

Grooved edge fasteners
Compatible with S-Series clip 
(S6) and screwS-Series

Grooved edge fasteners
Compatible with S-Series clip 
(S6) and screwS-Series

Length Length2,440 mm 2,440 mm
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Dimensions

Recommended 
Joist spacing

Weight

146 x 11 mm

300 mm on centre 
On vertical applications only

2.16 kg / m

146 mm width:

146 x 11 mm
Rectangular profile

TRIM FASCIA/UTILITY BOARD

FASCIA BOARD

The Eva-tech® double sided and single sided fascia boards are  non-load bearing profiles that add a 
neat finish to deck sides or areas where trim is needed, these are top fixed using colour matching 
HULK composite trim screws.

Eva-tech® profiles are available in various lengths. To find out which lengths are available in your 

region, please visit your local Eva-Last® website.

Please refer to the Eva-tech® colours page to see our full colour range.

BAMBOO COMPOSITE DECKING

Available in 146 mm

48 HULK composite trim screws / m2 

Fascia trim fasteners

Fascia/utility board
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Featured: Eva-tech® Clad Fascia, Rusteak 
Double sided square edge trim and clad fascia by Eva-Last 

Length 2,400 / 3,000 / 3,600 mm
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VISTACLAD SYSTEM COMPONENTS

CUTTING-EDGE SUSTAINABLE CLADDING

VistaCladTM  bamboo composite cladding breathes vibrancy into your outdoor space and enhances your exterior walls with the 
handsome look of natural hardwoods. Let routine maintenance and premature replacement be things of the past as you look 
to the future with one of the most cutting-edge, and durable cladding products available.

The VistaCladTM lightweight bamboo composite 
cladding system is revolutionising how cladding 
works with an innovative clip strip which locks 
boards into place using reliable dual clip technology. 
VistaCladTM is available in a range of colours and 
finishes, with trim and accessories, as a complete 
cladding system, designed for ease of installation. 
Backed by an industry-leading warranty, this low-
maintenance, weather resistant cladding is a 
smart, cost-efficient investment in your project, 
and a sustainable investment in our planet. 

Advanced bamboo 
composite cladding

25

TAKE HOME THE BENEFITS

For more information on VistaCladTM visit www.eva-last.com Scan me
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FSCTM certified bamboo composite product

Bamboo Composite Cladding

Dimensions 20.5 x 163.0 mm (5.8 m length) 

VistaCladTM cladding boards in Infinity® co-extruded capped bamboo composite offer exceptional durability. The hardy cellular polymer 
core of Infinity® is wrapped in a robust outer layer for the most resilient composite available. Infinity® offers a low-maintenance, eco-
friendly alternative to conventional cladding in a selection of natural finishes. Enjoy its weather resistance features, such as protection 
against scratches, fading, moisture, insects and biodegradation, all backed by a 25-year warranty. 

INFINITY® BAMBOO COMPOSITE CLADDING
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The proprietary manufacturing process used in the creation of Eva-Last® InfinityTM achieves an infinitely variable and authentic colour finish, 

comparable only to natural timber. This advanced and innovative technology allows for incredible colour blending, providing one of the best 

looking and performing composite boards available.

Infinity® streaked colour range surface technology

PACIFIC PEARL CAPE TOWN GREY

SPANISH SAFFRON

BALTIC NERO

CONCRETE GREY

FIRE KOA

OASIS PALMTHAI TEAK

TIGER COVE



Infinity® Bamboo Composite Cladding

VistaCladTM cladding boards are available in Infinity® capped composite, and made from lightweight bamboo, designed for long-
lasting weather resistance, including protection against insects, moisture and fading. The range is available in a selection of 
natural-looking colours and comes with a complementary trim solution for a neat and tidy finish, making VistaCladTM a complete 
cladding system.

87.0 
(narrow)

163.0 
(standard)

Standard

Narrow

BAMBOO COMPOSITE PROFILES

CLADDING PROFILE SIZES
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Featured: VistaClad,  Infinity® Tiger Cove
VistaClad cladding system by Eva-Last 
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Weight (kg/m)

2.1

1.2



VistaCladTM installs quickly and more securely by utilising an innovative clip strip. This specially engineered, concealed, 
pre-galvanised clip fastens directly to your project’s sub-structure. Once the clip strips are installed to the surface the 
cladding boards easily click and firmly lock into place one at a time, creating a flawless, ventilated yet watertight finish. As 
an extra bonus, the dual clip technology of the clip strip allows you to unlock cladding boards if the need arises to access 
your substructure.

Note: The clips which are made to stand against a corrosive 
environment are pre-galvanised steel Z275 zinc coated with a 
secondary enamel coating.

Dark grey Silver

The clip strip

Dual spring loaded clip creates a rigid hold and locks the boards in place.
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Trim accessories hide the structure for a neat final look and can be installed using sealing strips to improve the weather resistance of the cladding 
surface. The clip strip allows for easy guided placement of the adaptors and the universal trims may be used with VistaClad or any cladding boards with 
a thickness of 20.5 to 26.5 mm.

Top, bottom and side adaptor 
with edge trim profile 

Top, bottom and edge 
applications

Trim applications

Aluminium trim profiles

Edge trim profile T trim profile Minimal trim profile

Nylon adaptors

External corner adaptor with
external corner trim profile 

Internal corner adaptor with
internal corner trim profile 

Side adaptor with 
T trim profile

Side adaptor with 
U trim profile

External & Internal corner applicationsButt join applications

Window applications

Top & bottom adaptor Side adaptor Internal corner
adaptor

External corner
adaptor

Internal corner
trim profile

External corner
trim profile

11 x 45 x 1831 600 - 900 0.9

Weight (kg/m)
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CASTELLATED
CLADDING

BAMBOO COMPOSITE CASTELLATED CLADDING

 Low maintenance: No staining, or chemical treatment necessary 

 Weather resistant durable and reliable: Co-extruded bamboo composite core is protected by 

 specially engineered polymer capping technology

 Cost effective: A long-term investment product that saves you from on-going costs of extensive 

 maintenance, cleaning products, and premature replacement

 Timeless beauty: Wide range of colour options in natural tones, fastener-free final look

 Easy installation: Streamlined installation saves time and money  

 Lighter weight: Reduces costs and hassles of transportation to and on site, and increases versatility of material

 Eco-friendly: Made with renewable bamboo and recycled plastic, manufactured using solar energy

Eva-Last® castellated cladding adds sleek, modern 
sophistication to your home or office exterior, as 
well as superior protection from even the most 
extreme weather conditions. The InfinityTM bamboo 
composite cladding profile is a capped, offering an 
exceptionally low-maintenance and long-lasting
solution that requires no need for staining,sanding, 
or sealing. Upgrade the appearance and functionality 
of your outdoor space, and savor the peace of 
mind that comes with choosing sustainable, low-
maintenance composite cladding.
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TAKE HOME THE BENEFITS

WEATHER & DECAY
RESISTANT

LOW-MAINTENANCE

SCRATCH RESISTANT ENVIRONMENTALLY 
FRIENDLY

FADE RESISTANTNATURAL LOOK
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FSCTM certified bamboo composite productDimensions 25.5 x 159.0 mm (2,900 mm length) 
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The advanced and innovative technology allows for incredible colour blending, providing one of the best looking and performing composite.

Colour range surface technology
Capped Bamboo Composite Castellated Cladding

CASTELLATED
CLADDING

CASTELLATED CLADDING PRODUCT

The castellated cladding board is designed for efficient installation, and uses hidden fasteners for a seamless finish. 
The cap provides a built-in UV shield which preserves the integrity of the profile colour, and this specialised capping 
technology also protects the bamboo composite core from moisture for reliable long-term performance.

TIGER COVE

SPANISH SAFFRON

OASIS PALM

CONCRETE GREY CAPE TOWN GREY

THAI TEAK
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CUSTOMISABLE DIY FENCING CHOOSE YOUR ANGLE

BENEFIT
Evolver fence can be installed in several suggested designs, each with their own benefits.

The Evolver fence system. is made to alst with an 
anodized framing and post system that integrates 
perfectly with low-maintenance bamboo composite 
fence boards. This fence system offers multiple 
attractive styles and finishes and is the perfect 
privacy or boarder fence.

Aluminium Framed 
Horizontal Composite Fence
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Semi-privacy Reinforced PortalDecorative Privacy

Capped Bamboo Composite Fence Boards

Evolver fence utilises Eva-Last® InfinityTM composite fence boards and is designed for easy installation. The bamboo 
composite boards are scratch resistant, stain resistant, UV /fade resistant, mould and insect resistant and offer 
complete weather resisyance for reliable long-term performance.

Unlike traditional posts the octagonal Evolver post 
allows for easy 45° transition, facilitating seamless 
transitions between odd angled yards and spaces.

The additional four flat faces also allow for precision 
positioning of fence panels, which would often prove 
difficult with a round post.

Weather resistance
Corrosion resistance
Directional flexibility
Slope correction
Improved versatility
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FSCTM certified bamboo composite productDimensions 20 x 210 mm (1,800 mm length) 
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The proprietary manufacturing process used in the creation of Eva-Last® InfinityTM achieves an infinitely variable and authentic colour finish, 

comparable only to natural timber. This advanced and innovative technology allows for incredible colour blending, providing one of the best 

looking and performing composite boards available.

Infinity® streaked colour range surface technology

Capped Bamboo Composite Fencing

FENCE & FRAME COMPONENTS

Aluminium octagonal post Aluminium sliding 
post cover

45o aluminium 
directional converter

Aluminium bottom rail Aluminium top rail

Aluminium bottom rail
support

Stainless steel cross-head 
screws

Aluminium top rail
fixing clip

Aluminium or plastic 
post cap Steel base

- Bolted mount
- Embedded mount

Aluminium 
intermediate structural 

decorative beam

TIGER COVE

SPANISH SAFFRON

OASIS PALM

CONCRETE GREY

Aluminium framework & accessories available in

BLACK SILVER
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High performance for 
high expectations

BAMBOO COMPOSITE BEAMS WITH PURPOSE

LifespanTM beams add style and functionality in a diverse range of applications. Enjoy the shade and privacy of a pergola 
or screen, or enhance the appeal of your home exterior with beams that give the look of wood without the maintenance 
hassles. The versatility of LifespanTM decorative architectural beams is matched only by its beauty.

Lifespan™ hybrid aluminium composite beams give 
you the creative freedom to build more memorable 
outdoor architectural designs.  These multipurpose 
beams have the functionality, resiliency, and 
beauty to make your project remarkable. Whether 
you choose to use Lifespan™ beams for pergolas, 
entryways, dramatic screening, or your own 
creative architectural vision, revel in the feeling of 
building something truly innovative. 

PERGOLAS PRIVACY SCREENS CLADDING & SOFFITS DECORATIVE ARCHITECTURE
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TAKE HOME THE BENEFITS

For more information on LifespanTM visit www.eva-last.com Scan me
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INCREASED SPAN
LifespanTM architectural beams offer the span capability of much heavier, solid beams thanks to their built-in aluminium core. This 
core significantly enhances the dimensional and flexural stability of the beam, while the Eva-tech® bamboo composite coating 
provides a realistic timber aesthetic, as well as resistance to severe climatic and biodeterioration conditions.

Aluminium core

Engineered flexible adhesive

Outer protective composite coating

(Eva-tech® surface technology)

HYBRID ALUMINIUM BAMBOO COMPOSITE BEAM
LifeSpan™ architectural beams offer design versatility and increased span thanks to their specilaised aluminium core that makes for 
easier installation at height. The outer coating of low-maintenance bamboo composite resists biodegradation, corrosion, insects, 
and harsh weather, and offers built-in UV protection for beautiful durability. Enjoy the look of timber beams without the upkeep.
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REINFORCED MODULAR COMPOSITE
LifespanTM hybrid aluminium composite beams give you the creative freedom to build more memorable outdoor architectural 
designs. These multipurpose beams have the functionality, resiliency, and beauty to make your project remarkable. Whether you 
choose to use LifespanTM beams for pergolas, entryways, dramatic screening, or your own creative architectural vision, revel in the 
feeling of building something truly innovative.

PROFILE SIZE OPTIONS
LifespanTM has been designed to meet industrial industrial norms. However, building codes and standards may differ between 
jurisdiction or countries. Be sure to consult your local building codes before installing LifespanTM composite beams.

End caps and post caps are available, allowing for a neat finish 
to your LifespanTM composite beams.

Dimensions: 100 x 30 mm (5,800 mm lengths)
Weight:  1.31 kg/m

Dimensions: 150 x 50 mm (5,800 mm lengths)
Weight:  3.30 kg/m
Dimensions: 150 x 35 mm (5,800 mm lengths)
Weight:  2.59 kg/m

Dimensions: 50 x 30 mm (5,800 mm lengths)
Weight:  0.79 kg/m

Dimensions: 97 x 97 mm (5,800 mm lengths)
Weight:  4.63 kg/m
Dimensions:  150 x 150 mm  (5,800 mm lengths)
Weight:  8.09 kg/m
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LifespanTM is available in a range of natural colour tones, with the Eva-tech® brushed bamboo composite finish.

ARUNARUSTEAK

SAVANNA XAVIA

45
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Dimensions

Length

Weight

100 x 30 mm

5,800 mm

1.31 kg / m

100 mm width:

100 x 30 mm

HYBRID COMPOSITE BEAMS

DECORATIVE BEAM DECORATIVE BEAM

The 100 x 30 mm Lifespan™ decorative profile is a fan favourite 
in the Lifespan™ range, ideal for creating striking and durable 
outdoor pergolas, beams, privacy screens, or other attractive 
architectural features. Enjoy the look of timber beams without 
the upkeep hassles or environmental toll. 

The 150 x 50 mm Lifespan™ decorative beam a larger rec-
tangular profile in the Lifespan™ range and creates a 
stately aesthetic for your outdoor space, ideal for use as a 
oversized pergola beam, privacy screen, or as a support for 
smaller Lifespan™ beams within the system.

Dimensions

Length

Weight

150 x 50 mm

5,800 mm

3.30 kg / m

150 mm width:

Colour matched end caps create a 
finished look on beam ends

End caps available

HYBRID COMPOSITE BEAMS

LifespanTM profiles are available in various lengths. To find out which lengths are available in your region, please visit your local Eva-Last® website.
Please refer to the LifespanTM colours page to see our full colour range.

150 x 50 mm

Hollow aluminium composite beam

Available in Eva-tech® colour range Available in Eva-tech® colour range

Colour matched end caps create a 
finished look on beam ends

End caps available

Hollow aluminium composite beam
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Featured: LifespanTM, Eva-tech® Rusteak
Rectangular (100 x 30 mm) decorative beam by Eva-Last 
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Dimensions 150 x 35 mm

150 mm width:

150 x 35 mm

HYBRID COMPOSITE BEAMS

The 150 x 35 mm Lifespan™ decorative beam adds a sense of 
drama to your outdoor space with its uniquely broad but still 
slim dimensions. Create a perfect privacy screen or embrace 
the aesthetic of composite beams as a pergola or other outdoor 
decorative ferature.

The 50 x 30 mm Lifespan™ decorative profile enhances your 
outdoor space with the look of a traditional timber baluster. 
This compact batten sized profile is a popular choice for cre-
ating durable screens, gates, pergolas and other low-mainte-
nance outdoor architectural features.

Dimensions 50 x 30 mm

50 mm width:

HYBRID COMPOSITE BEAMS

50 x 30 mm

Hollow aluminium composite beam

Available in Eva-tech® colour range Available in Eva-tech® colour range

Hollow aluminium composite beam

LifespanTM profiles are available in various lengths. To find out which lengths are available in your region, please visit your local Eva-Last® website.
Please refer to the LifespanTM colours page to see our full colour range.

DECORATIVE BEAM DECORATIVE BEAM

Colour matched end caps create a 
finished look on beam ends

Colour matched end caps create a 
finished look on beam ends

End caps available End caps available
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Featured: LifespanTM,Eva-tech® Savanna
Rectangular (50 x 30 mm) decorative beam by Eva-Last 
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Length

Weight

5,800 mm

2.59 kg / m
Length

Weight

5,800 mm

0.79 kg / m
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Dimensions 97 x 97 mm

97 mm post:

97 x 97 mm

HYBRID COMPOSITE POST BEAMS

POST BEAM

The 97 x 97 mm Lifespan™ post profile is a low-maintenance, 
high performing hybrid aluminium composite post and is most 
often used as durable vertical railing post, but can also serve to 
create other showstopping outdoor accents, such as a pergolas 
and other architectural design features. 

The 150 x 150 mm Lifespan™ post beam is a substantial beam 
that brings the essence of large wooden posts without the 
maintenance, environmental toll, or moisture-related issues 
of timber. Most often used as uprights for a pergolas or other 
one-of-a-kind architectural details.

Dimensions 150 x 150 mm

150 mm post:

HYBRID COMPOSITE POST BEAMS

POST BEAM

150 x 150 mm

Hollow aluminium composite post

Available in Eva-tech® colour range Available in Eva-tech® colour range

Hollow aluminium composite post

LifespanTM profiles are available in various lengths. To find out which lengths are available in your region, please visit your local Eva-Last® website.
Please refer to the LifespanTM colours page to see our full colour range.
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Featured: LifespanTM,Eva-tech® Aruna
Square decorative composite beam by Eva-Last 
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Post caps and skirts create a finished 
look for posts

Post caps and skirts create a finished 
look for posts

Post caps available Post caps available

Length

Weight

5,800 mm

4.63 kg / m
Length

Weight

5,800 mm

8.09 kg / m
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INTEGRATED COMPOSITE 
RAILING SYSTEMS

SAFER, STRONGER, STUNNING RAILING
RapidRail™ combines safety and artistry for a composite railing system that makes your space more functional, more secure, more 
appealing, and virtually maintenance free. Make your deck a truly liveable space with innovative railing that provides a strong sense 
of security and promotes a more hassle-free way of life. 

POST

BOTTOM RAIL

POST CAP

POST SKIRT

TOP RAIL

BALUSTERS

Specifications 
Post height 

Length 1806 mm

1180 mm

Note: Matching post caps and skirting available

1 806 mm

1 180 mm

RapidRail™ eco-friendly composite railing offers 
long-lasting reliability and safety in a selection of 
natural colours, and styles, and is designed to work 
with a variety of decking materials and accessories. 
As its name suggests, RapidRail™ installs rapidly 
and easily using smart configurations which reduce 
the number of connections required. Available in 
Infinity® or Eva-tech® composite technologies by 
Eva-Last®, RapidRail™ offers protection offers from 
insects, moisture issues, decay, and harsh weather. 
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TAKE HOME THE BENEFITS

LOW MAINTENANCE
Requires only the most basic of 
cleaning for optimal longevity

RAPID & EASY INSTALLATION

INSECT RESISTANT
Protected from damage caused by 
termites & other insects

ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY
Holistically sustainable manufacturing & use 
of raw materials

MOISTURE RESISTANT
Protected from mould, mildew, rot, 
& other moisture issues

FULLY CUSTOMISABLE
Compatible with other railing styles 
& materials 

Top-class durability with a 25 year warranty. Reliable durability with a 10 year warranty.
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ARUNA RUSTEAK SAVANNA XAVIA
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EVA-TECH® BAMBOO COMPOSITE RAILING
RapidRailTM balustrade in Eva-tech® composite technology is available in the classic Eva-tech® colour range. Each 
of these colours is specifically designed to evoke the essence of a particular timber type, and each is presented in 
a handsome, understated matte finish.

INFINITY® CAPPED BAMBOO COMPOSITE RAILING
RapidRailTM balustrade in Infinity® composite technology is available in the complete range of natural-looking Infinity® 
colours which beautifully embody the look of traditional timber railing. Each colour is thoughtfully created with 
advanced colour streaking technology to allow for an impressive aesthetic appeal, complete with the subtle nuances 
and shades found in nature.

TIGER COVE

SWISS OAK

SPANISH SAFFRON

CARIBBEAN CORAL CONCRETE GREY

OASIS PALM

RapidRailTM is available in Infinity® capped composite and Eva-tech® composite technology by Eva-Last® offering a range of durable railing 
profiles with top-class warranty options and a variety of aesthetic looks.



RELIABLE DECKING 
FASTENER SYSTEMS
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Eva-Last® exclusively recommends HULK FastenersTM to provide the strongest and 
most durable fix for composite decking and trim products. HULK S-Series (S6 & 
S9) clips are available in 5m2 and 10m2 starter kits and are supplied with a matching 
stainless steel screws for timber and metal frames. 

Colour matching composite decking and trim screws are used for top fixing 
non-grooved and fascia or deck trim profiles to metal frames, providing a handsome 
invisible finish.

HULK fastenersTM hidden clips

HULK composite top fixing screws

Clip and clip screw

Composite trim screw

DESIGNED FOR PROFESSIONALS, PERFECT FOR NOVICES.
HULK fastenersTM offer higher performance and are a more efficient and discreet way to secure your decking without 
disrupting its final look.

HULK FastenersTM are purposefully designed to make composite 
or timber decking installations more efficient and straightforward 
by providing highly durable hidden fastener options that fit neatly 
into the edges of grooved boards, as well as a range of colour 
matching top fixing screws. These fasteners are created to match 
the warranties of the leading composite decking boards on the 
market, and are available in a range of colours to complement the 
look of your decking of choice.
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FASTENED, FOR LIFE 

Metal decking screw (MDS)
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S-SERIES CLIP

Eva-Last® created the S-Series (Halo) clip in 2010, designed to match the life expectancy and durability of Eva-Last® composite 
decking materials. This product laid the foundation for the hidden fastener: no more protruding screws, no more ruined finishes, no 
more untidy aesthetics.

S-SERIES HIDDEN DECKING CLIPS

CLIP SCREWS

S6 CLIP
For fastening grooved deck boards with a foot height of 

approximately 6 mm. Used with either metal clip screw. 

S9 CLIP
For fastening gooved deck boards with a foot height of 
approximately 9 mm. Used with either metal clip screw. 

Designed to fasten HULK S-Series 
hidden deck clips onto metal frames 
without having to pre-drill unless 
specified  by decking manufacturer. 

CARBON
STEEL
C1022

CS

COMPATIBLE WITH S6 and S9
‘S’ SERIES CLIP

METAL CLIP SCREW

Key features of HULK hidden clip screws: 

1. The pan head works perfectly with HULK clips. 
2. The flat bottom shape of the screw is designed to rest securely on top of a HULK clip, 
    preventing movement and damage. 
3. The thread and shaft work seamlessly with the substructure and HULK deck clip. 
4. The tip of the clip screw and composite deck screw are the same, making them highly versatile. 
5. Both HULK clips and clip screws are dark in colour, camouflaging them between deck boards.
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S-SERIES clip and screw combo packs
Starter pack:  125 pcs/pack
Expansion pack:  350 pcs/pack

Bit included
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FOR METAL FRAMES
Available in carbon steel 

DARK BROWN

BROWN

LIGHT BROWN

RED BROWN

TAN BROWN

BEIGE

WHITE

LIGHT GREY

DARK GREY

COLOUR MATCHED COMPOSITE TOP FIXING SCREWS

HULK fastenersTM composite deck and trim screws are available in nine different colours designed to match and blend in with 
decking boards from all leading composite decking manufacturers. Choose the colour that matches your decking boards for a 
discreet final look. Please check your regional availability of screw colours.
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MDS - metal deck screw
For fastening (top-fixing) to metal frames

MTS - metal trim screw
For fastening (top-fixing) to metal frames

Carbon:    2000 hour coating
Available in beige, brown, light brown, dark brown, 
red brown, dark grey, light grey, and white

Carbon:    2000 hour coating
Available in beige, brown, light brown, dark brown, 
red brown, dark grey, light grey, and white

75 COMPOSITE DECK SCREWS (for metal frames)

75 carbon steel or stainless steel composite DECK screws 
1 Drill bit

75 Pack TOP FIXING SCREWS

Recommended for use with all Eva-Last® installations, HULK composite deck and trim 

screws are available for timber and metal frames

COLOUR MATCHED COMPOSITE TRIM SCREWS

HULK fastenersTM trim screws are specially engineered to fasten composite trim boards or fascia boards to a structure. Choose 
between a full composite colour range of trim screws designed to work with metal substructures. Composite trim screws offer unique 
dimensions for use with metal framing.

DARK BROWN

BROWN

LIGHT BROWN

RED BROWN

TAN BROWN

BEIGE

WHITE

LIGHT GREY

DARK GREY

FOR METAL FRAMES
Available in carbon steel 

350 METAL DECK SCREWS (for metal frames)

350 carbon steel or stainless steel composite DECK screws 
1 Drill bit

350 Pack TOP FIXING SCREWS

Recommended for use with all Eva-Last® installations, HULK composite deck and trim 

screws are available for timber and metal frames
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CHOOSE 
SUSTAINABLE 

DECKING

RENEWABLE RESOURCES & RENEWABLE ENERGY.

We believe that how we manufacture is just as important as what we manufacture when 

it comes to going green. That’s why we’ve traded in fossil fuels for renewable energy. Our 

products are now manufactured using solar power. We are fully committed to bringing 

you a product that’s holistically eco-conscious. 

Made from recycled materials 

No trees felled 

No further treatment or toxic 
chemicals required 

Made using solar energy

Reduced impact on landfills
(Recyclable at the end of life)

Reduced carbon footprint

Each Eva-Last® range pairs recycled raw ingredients with bamboo for a stronger, more 

sustainable composite. Bamboo rejuvenates over 30 times faster than traditional 

hardwoods and it releases 35% more oxygen into our air. Eva-Last® is internationally 

recognised for our commitment to the environment. We’re proud of the work we do to 

promote environmental sustainability, and invite you to choose timber alternatives that 

are gentle on the Earth. 


